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COMPUTATIONAL MODELLING AND LAB TESTING OF MASONRY
WITH A VIEW TO GRONINGEN INDUCED SEISMICITY

Topics:

- Introduction to Groningen induced seismicity due to gas extraction
- Constitutive models for concrete and masonry: discrete cracking, crushing and friction, decomposed-strain based smeared cracking, total-strain based smeared cracking + crushing, plasticity based models, new total-strain based model for masonry including cyclic hysteresis
- Nonlinear finite element analysis: popular element types and incremental-iterative solution procedures
- Sequentially linear analysis: saw-tooth softening for stable post-peak analysis of quasi-brittle structures, including snap-backs and jumpy discontinuous behavior, event-by-event method, damage-driven
- Overview of multi-level experimental and computational masonry campaign for Groningen – materials, component and building level
- Research at materials level: masonry, parameters for FEM, correlations, distributions
- Research at component level: in-plane and out-of-plane behavior, tests and simulations with various softening models
- Research at building level: current possibilities and limitations of various models in quasi-static push-over and nonlinear time history analysis, validation against lab house test, attention to seismic cases and also examples for settlement damage
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